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About This Game

Capitalism 2 lets you build the empire of your dreams!

You become a corporate CEO and face real-world challenges as you build a business empire! It's a comprehensive business
simulation that gives you the power to win the competition in the free market, with complex business strategies that might make
you millions! Choose from over 60 product types to manufacture and market, as you hire and fire upper management positions!

It's time to try your hand in the corporate world with Capitalism 2!

This is the most comprehensive business simulation available!

Key Features:

Make critical business decisions in all areas including retail, manufacturing, marketing, research, agriculture, mining,
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real estate development and more

Choose from over 60 product types to manufacture and market

Hire and fire upper management positions such as Chief Operating Officer, Chief Marketing Officer, and Chief
Technical Officer

Develop your own technology or acquire it from another company

Expand your corporation into a true conglomerate; get ink on your fingers and take to the airwaves with your newspaper
publishers, TV, and radio stations

A realistic stock market that allows you to trade stock for quick profits or make long-term investments for ultimate
rewards. On a corporate level, you may take the path of merger and acquisition to expand your business empire rapidly

* Multiplayer mode is functional, but not supported. We recommend using GameRanger for multiplayer matchmaking.
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Title: Capitalism 2
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Enlight Software Limited
Publisher:
Enlight Software Limited , Retroism
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2001

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 98 / ME / 2000 / XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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Wonderful business simulator, this is how the real world works. You won't see deep games like this anymore. I'm someone who
REALLY loves graphics, but you will get used to it, and soon you won't even notice since you'll be to busy with running your
business to care.

If you want business skills you can use in real life, (short of getting a MBA), or you just want to see if you can run your own
sucessful business, get this game. It looks deep, but I can't figure out what to do, and there are really no great tutorials online.
The in game "tutorial" scenario is confusing and broken.
I want to love this but....where do I begin?. It is an older game but a good game. Glad to see they are updating it still.. You can
learn how to trade actual financial markets faster than you can learn to use this game's antique interface.. Still playing through
the tutorial and already this game is exactly the kind of game I have been looking for.

Yes it's looking old now and the graphics are aged but are totally functional.

Gameplay is deep and it's the kind of depth of simulation you would expect from the time.

No micro transactions or endless clicking here.

A Tycoon game that actually takes some thinking and planning.
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Big fan of the game from old times. Recommended if you are into complex economy simulation and enjoy micromanaging
repetitively.

Cons:
- extremely repetitive and laborous when you have a big corporation
- very micromanagement focused
- tedious user interface makes simple tasks complicated
- resolution is terrible
- ai is weak
- too easy even on hardest custom settings
- no multiplayer
- no politics
- no full corporate takeover/merger

Pros:
- in-depth economy
- big variety of consumer goods
- unique atmosphere
. Losing millions of dollars and watching my corporate empire burn to the ground has never been this fun

10/10. i give a solid 75/100. i played this game 9 years ago, and this game is 16 years old, so you are to expect UI and graphics
the standard of 16 years ago. the reason i am giving it a positive score at all is because it is truly a unique experience to play this.
this is a game for people who want to be a millionair and learn to make even more. Recommend to buy it on sale tho, a 16 year
old game shouldnt cost nearly as much.

Gameplay :
the game itself is quite simple, it all boils down to earning money, the depth of the game comes from the numbers themselves,
there are so many factors that results in a profit or loss, some of them you can control while others are inevitable, there are so
many ways to do it too, you want to invest in stock market? sure. you want to buy out all there competition? sure. you want to
specialize in selling a single product out of the 100s? sure. you want to buy/sell property? sure. and the game ensures that every
method you use is able to profit from that. however if you do mess up in investing into an area, you will feel the loss, that which
makes it so entertaining to play, despite your millions of dollars you can still be left with nothing if you do not carefully plan
your moves.

Audio/UI/Graphics :
i put this together because you have to understand its♥♥♥♥♥♥compared to what we have now, but it delivers what it needs, i
was 12 when i played this and i manage to profit without knowing literally what 80% of the buttons and menu does.

Replayability :
highly replayable, you get to determine the game's win condition in custom games, the game have enough content to keep it
interesting until two conditions are met, knowing how to solve the problems the game brings and knowing how the AI works.
once you figure it out it becomes a little too easy.

Price :
i bought this for 2.5usd nine years ago, so i dont know why you're charging more now for a 16 year old game. i guess you're
profitting off my nostalgia

. Such a simple yet complex game. You can make it as challanging as you want and the game play posibilities seem endless.
Very fun to play even though its an old game and graphics seem like they are from stone age.

Minor cons:
- Rresolution option does not exist but its still very playable with no major bugs
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- Micro-management gets very tedious mid to late game in my opinion. Easy fix, restart on a fresh new map
- Manifacturing is a bit confusing but recipie book helps a lot
- Also I cant seem to be able to buy mansions

Aside from those points, its a great game.. Many thanks for this great educational game! :)
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